I am unable to make it out the reason behind the p...
mohan baroda
I am unable to make it out the reason
behind the post on Kamalhassan.
May be I
do not know what went wrong with Sri
Kamalhassan of late.
You are learning karate at this age.
It is
great.
Of course, there is no age limit for
leaning anything new. Keep it up.
Nice
post.
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I think this is newly opened mall in Chennai.
mohan baroda
I think this is newly opened mall in Chennai.
Virtually, I also enjoyed the window shopping
through you.
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Vir...

Very nice serial.

Did not feel boring anywhere wh...
mohan baroda

Very nice serial.
Did not feel boring
anywhere while reading it.
Purpose of such
picnic is to sink the differences which might
have happened during the course of office
duty and also to expose our other side i.e.
jovial side of our personality.
This helps in
team building which ultimately helps everyone
to have cool atmosphere in office.
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I also felt when you used the word ARUVAR reflecti...
mohan baroda
I also felt when you used the word ARUVAR
reflecting the interest of the drama.
But it is
not so.
Anyway it is a good effort that you
have watched a drama and you are posting
a review also.
Very good analysis and it
seems though you have gone with your
friends, each and every scene has been
meticulously enjoyed by you.
Nice effort.
Something different.
Keep it up.
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Even I wanted to know the meaning of DAGIDUDAMBAGA...
mohan baroda
Even I wanted to know the meaning of
DAGIDUDAMBAGA but I got it through Abba
sir.
Thank you.
This is really a new word from
and
the
synonym
for
this
may
be
KOKKUMAKKU.
Travelogue is going on smoothly.
But the
punctuality is the great concern when you go
as a team.
We should punish one or two
persons who are not punctual by leaving
them behind. then you see
all will be ready
before the scheduled time.
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You will get Abhirami even now; but your life will...
mohan baroda
You will get Abhirami even now; but your life
will become like Guna Kamal ultimately.
Is it
OK?
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Though I had been to Kodaikanal two times, I feel ...
mohan baroda
Though I had been to Kodaikanal two times,
I feel like going there once more after seeing
your post.
Writing a travelogue is a difficult
matter and that too writing interestingly is an
entirely difficult matter which seems to be
very easy for you.
Keep it up.
I also feel
like travelling with you virtually while reading
this post.
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Surprise No.5

Seeing this movie without running a...
mohan baroda

Surprise No.5
Seeing this movie without
running away from it half way through (of
course, you were not allowed to do so).
Surprise No. 6. Your review of this movie though it is not so interesting like the movie,
I read it completely to offer my comments.
Surprise No.7 the feedback comments.
When I was new to Baroda, I told my room
mates to take me to a Hindi movie.
Instead, they took me to a Gujarati Movie
(afterwards I came to know that it was done
for the sake of ragging). After entering the
cinema hall, I was told that I could not
come out of the theatre half way through as
the main gates remain closed.
Even it was
kept opened, I would not have got the
courage to come out as at that time I was
new to the city and language was a greatest
problem.
Gujarati movie was so horrible
that I fired the room mates left and right still
they apologized literally.
From this, I could guess, that your
have settled their old score with you.

friends

DEVAYANI - THEVAIYA NEE - This is your
trademark punch in this review.
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